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Quick Features Review 

 

 

Demo account 

 

To test all platform features you can simply create a demo account by the following 

link:  https://demo.jivestor.com/registration  

 

 
Strategy Followers 

 

We integrate and synchronize our platform with trading terminal of brokerage 

company. User don’t need to keep own PC running to copy trades. 

 

 

 
 
 

Web-terminal 

It enables to monitor charts and trades in real-time mode and allows trading in the 

financial markets directly from website. 

https://demo.jivestor.com/registration


 

Portfolio 

Users can add various trading strategies to portfolio and customize flexible copying 

settings. Newbie users can use “Automatic settings adjustment” option. 

 

Reports 

System of reports allows your clients to view charts showing return of every strategy 

provider and look through their history of trades. Reports can be grouped by multiple 

selected traders. 

 

Portfolio wizard 

User is encouraged to automatically build an investment portfolio based on TOP 

strategies during registration. Our system will customize favorable settings in an 

automatic mode for you clients. 

 

Demo account 

Users can test our service on a demo account during the 30 days before trading with 

real money. They can specify initial amount, currency and leverage of deposit. Demo 

account may be extended after its expiration. 

 

Strategies rating 

We developed a unique algorithm of ranking trading strategies to identify the most 

perspective strategies so that they rank high in the rating. 

 

Detailed statistics 

This module consists of the most important figures. Charts are drawn based on Equity 

data and reflects real changes in the funds available on a strategy provider’s account 

when trades are open (floating profits and losses are taken into account). 

 

Virtual tour 

To make it easier for users to work with our platform straight after registration, we 

offer them to watch our virtual tour where basic steps to start copying strategies are 

shown. 

 

Socialization 

Strategy followers may share their experience of copying trades opened by strategy 

providers and leave their feedback. Besides, we offer an additional rating which is 

based on the opinions of users. 

 



Strategy Providers 

 

Strategy providers may share their trades by connecting accounts opened with various 

brokerage companies. They don’t need to change their brokers in order to transmit 

their trades to your white labeled platform. That is how decentralization is achieved. 

 

 

 

 

Strategy hosting 

One need to enter account number and investor password to connect to a strategy. 

Our software will automatically connect to a strategy provider’s account, upload 

trading history and calculate statistical parameters of trading strategy. 

 

Reports 

Strategy providers have an opportunity to monitor their followers, see data on their 

trading volumes and returns. 

 

Balance 

Funds are credited to account balance of a signal provider on our website once a 

month and may be then withdrawn via various payment systems (to a trading account, 

through a bank, Skrill, PayPal, etc.). 

 

 

 

 



Mobile App 

 

We offer mobile applications which your customers can install on their phones. 

Additionally, our website is fully customized for tablets. 

 

 

  


